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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Description
3834( ) VINYL PREP is a high strength combination of solvents and water. 3834( ) not only cleans soil, wax
and grease from the surface, but also creates a slight softening of the vinyl and prepares the surface for coating
with SEM’s COLOR COAT, SURE-COAT™ or CLASSIC COAT™.

Features
¾ Cleans soil, wax and grease from vinyl
substrates
¾ Convenient aerosol or quart packaging

¾ Prepares surface for excellent
topcoat adhesion

Typical Properties
Containers
VOC 38343
VOC 38344

38344 - quart and 38343 - 16 oz aerosol
5.37 #/gl (644.0 g/l)
5.66 #/gl (677.8 g/l)

Handling and Application
APPLICATION: 3834( ) removes solvent based contaminants and should be the second step when
preparing vinyl substrates for repair or refinishing.
1.
2.

3.

Spray or apply with a sponge or cloth to vinyl surface. Wipe thoroughly with a
sponge or cloth. Excessive rubbing is not necessary.
Rinse with water and allow to dry. Where multiple coats of wax are present, use
3834( ) liberally and rinse well, repeating the process until water no longer beads
on the surface.
Refinish according to SEM RAP-1, Refinishing Automotive Interior and
Exterior Flexible and Rigid Substrates.
CAUTION: Do not allow 3834( ) to splash or stand on any painted surface as
discoloring may occur.

STORAGE:

3834( ) VINYL PREP should be stored in a cool dry place with adequate ventilation away
from heat, sparks and flames. The shelf life for 38343 is 3 years when stored under normal
conditions while the shelf life for 38344 is unlimited.

TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICE
Our Technical Staff is ready to assist you with any questions. You are invited to take advantage of our extensive experience, laboratory services and
trained field service representatives. Call (800) 831-1122 for answers to your questions. Hours of operation are Monday through Thursday 8:00 am until
5:00 pm EST and on Friday 8:00 am until 4:30 pm EST.
DISCLAIMER: The information supplied in this document is for guidance only and should not be construed as a warranty. All implied warranties are
expressly disclaimed. All users of the materials are responsible for assuring that it is suitable for their needs, environment and use. All data subject to
change as SEM deems appropriate.
Users should review the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) and product label for the material to determine possible health hazards, appropriate
engineering controls and precautions to be observed in using the material. Copies of the MSDS and product label are available upon request.
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1685 Overview Dr. Rock Hill SC 29730
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www.semproducts.com

